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We take seriously the possibility that tt bound states are within several GeV/e of the Z-boson
mass and make a careful study of this possible near degeneracy using the mass-mixing formalism.
Most of the decay width of vector states below the open-top threshold comes from mixing with the
Z. In the idealized situation where there is no coupling of the unmixed tt state to e+e and ff, the
amplitude for e+e ~ff has an exact zero at the unmixed mass. Correspondingly, in the physical
situation of nonzero couplings, the cross section for e+e ~ff exhibits deep minima. We investi-

gate as well the effects of complex mixing matrix elements above the open-top threshold, and calcu-
late longitudinal polarization and forward-backward asymmetries, where there are large enhance-
ments near tt resonance masses.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of mixing between the Z boson and tt
states has already been discussed in a number of pa-
pers. ' Much of this work, guided by theoretical specu-
lation on the top-quark mass m„was concerned with the
situation where the Z mass was much higher than 2m, .
However, the discovery of the Z at CERN, and the
more recent evid'ence for a top quark with a mass be-
tween 30 and 50 GeV suggest that the scenario where
there is a near degeneracy in mass between tt states and
the Z merits a closer and more careful look.

In the next section we set up the mass-mixing formal-
ism needed to study this problem. We then proceed to
study the mixing of one vector (J =1 ) tt state V
with the Z, solving the problem analytically and studying
various limiting cases. There is an exact zero in the am-
plitude for e+e ~ff at the bare (unmixed) mass of the
V when the couplings of the bare V state to both e+e
and ff are zero. We set out the formulas for the cou-
plings, cross sections, asymmetries, etc. , and then consider
the corrections of allowing nonzero couplings and of in-
cluding e+e ~y~ff. For cr(e+e ~ff) these have a
small effect on the overall shape, which still has a strong
minimum, whose position is slightly shifted. For the po-
larization and front-back asymmetries the effects are
much more dramatic. The section concludes with the for-
malism needed for mixing the Z with an arbitrary number
of vector tt states, both below and above the open-top
threshold, where the off-diagonal mass-mixing matrix ele-
ment becomes complex.

In Sec. III we briefly discuss heavy-quark potentials
and the spectrum of tt states which results. We use the
potential of Richardson and find roughly 13 S states
below the open-top threshold. Section IV then contains
the results following from applying the mixing formalism
in Sec. II to the Z'and the set of tt states described in Sec.
III. We consider cr(e+e ~ff ) in situations where 2m, is
less than, roughly equal to, and greater than M, . There
are striking interference patterns observed in
o.(e+e ~ff) as well as in the longitudinal and front-

back asymmetries. We conclude with a sobering look at
what the experimentally unavoidable spread in beam ener-
gies does to these interference patterns.

II. MIXING

As we are considering mixing between states in a limit-
ed energy range far from threshold we may safely use the
mass-mixing formalism. ' If we take the simplified case
of only two states, the Z and one vector (J = 1 ) tt
resonance V then the 2 X 2 mass matrix has the form

Mp —iI y Mp.
0 0 0

6m Mz, —iIzMz, (2.1)

and the matrix propagator,

V(s) = 1

M/o —s 1
(2.2)

~m'=2~&
I 4(0)

l QMv gv, ~

e(1——, sin 0+ )
=2W3

I
$(0)

I QMv, (2.3)

where g(0) is the wave function of the tt bound state at
the origin and 8~ is the weak mixing angle (so
that" sin gtv=0. 22). The factor of V 3 arises from color.

Here M/o is the (undiagonalized) mass matrix with ele-
ments expressed in terms of "bare" masses (Mz and Mv )0 0

and widths (I z and I v ). Within the spirit of the mass-
0 0

mixing formalism we take the initial widths to be con-
stants, with no explicit functional dependence on mass.
Inclusion of such a mass dependence, or working with the
mass rather than mass-squared matrix, results in ampli-
tude changes of a few percent in the limited mass range
within which we are working.

The off-diagonal term 6m, which induces the mixing,
originates in the (vector) couphng of the Z to the t quark
contained in the tt bound state (see Fig. 1). Its value is
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FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the process causing
Z0- V0 mixing.

For the P states 5m is proportional to the derivative of
the wave function at the origin, with concomitant much
smaller mixing (by roughly an order of magnitude for tt).
This is examined in detail in Ref. 7.

For purposes of calculation one can work with the mass
matrix in this nondiagonal basis, sandwiching the propa-
gator in Eq. (2.2) between initial and final spinors which
express the coupling strength of the "bare" Vo and Zo to
the initial and final states, respectively. For some pur-
poses, however, it is more useful to go to the diagonal
basis, obtaining along the way the physical states and
eigenvalues. For this purpose we rewrite Eq. (2.1) as

0 0
Rv= sin gz gz =cos gz0 2 0

Consequently, the scattering amplitude

(2.9)

As the magnitude of the right-hand side turns out to be
(see below) (0.1 even when Mv ——Mz, , this is even a

good approximation when the V and Z are close. The
small admixture of the Vo in the Z has a totally negligible
effect, while the corresponding small Zo admixture to the
V has relatively large effects because of the much larger
Zp couplings to fermion-antifermion pairs. Alternatively,
when the mixing is small, the problem of V decays involv-
ing the Z can be treated directly by explicitly calculating
diagrams involving an intermediate Z, with identical re-
sults to those obtained using Eq. (2.8).

Now let us consider the situation of interest to us when
the state Vp is near the Zp and most of the width of the V
comes, as we shall see, from mixing with the Z. It is use-
ful to consider then the idealized case where the unmixed
state Vo has no coupling to particular initial and final
states, e.g. , e+e and p+p . From Eq. (2.7) we see that
in this case the couplings of the physical V and Z to the
initial and final states are

M/o = 2(Mv, iMv, t—v +Mz, iMz, I z, )1+—b, n tr,

(2.4)

where

g vfg vi, gzfgzi
fj S =

2
. +

Mv iMvt —v sM—z iMzl z —s—
simplifies to

(2.10)

S'=[(Mv ' —iMv r, —Mz '+iMz r,,)'/4

+ (g 2)2]1/2

n =cosO x+ sinO x,
(2.5a)

(2.5b)

sin (8/2)
M' —Mr—V l V V S

cos (8/2)+ 2Mz —lMzrz —s
(2.11)

and the complex angle O is given by

sin8=6m /b, (2.5c)
At the point s =Mv iMv I v—, the (complex) mass

squared of the unmixed tt state,

+Q2 (2.6a)

Mz —iMzrz = —(Mv —i rv Mv +Mz —i rz Mz )

It is then easy to see that W~o A' ', where
(i8/2)o„=e ", is diagonal, with eigenvalues

Mv' tMvrv—= '(Mv, ' t r v,M—v, +M—z,
' &rz,Mz, )—

=0,

cos (8/2)
b (cos8+ 1)

2 sin (8/2)
Af (Mv iMv I'v ) =gz fgz

b, (cos8 —1)

(2.12)

Q2 (2.6b)

and that the physical eigenstates are

—i (8/2)o O . g1

~
V) =e 0

——cos —
~

Vo ) —sin —
~
ZQ ),0 2 2

i(0/2)o . O 0
~
Z) =e

1
——sin —

~

Vo)+cos —
~
Zo) .

1 2 ' 2

(2.7)

Since O is generally complex, R is symmetric but not uni-
tary.

When the narrow state V is far from the Z, these re-
sults simplify, and the mixing is characterized by

when we use the relationship in Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) be-
tween the "dressed" masses and "bare" masses together
with the definition of 8 in Eq. (2.5c). Therefore, there is
an exact zero of the amplitude Af;(s) at the position of
the unmixed Vp mass when the unmixed state does not
couple to either the initial or final state. '

How close is the actual situation to this idealized one?
To answer this we need to put in some numerical values
and insert couplings from the standard model. From the
Richardson potential discussed in the next section we
take

~
P(0)

~

=65 GeV for the 1S vector-meson tt
ground state when the top-quark mass is such that
Mv -Mz (which we take as"' 93 GeV). According to
Eq. (2.3), we then have

O 5m
sgnO ~ —~

2 Mv,
2 —Mz, 2+- lMz, I z,

(2.8)
5m 2=20 GeV2

for mixing of the 1S state with the Zo.

(2.13)
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FIG. 2. Change in the mass of the physical Z state due to
rmxing with the tt ground state as a function of the Inass differ-
ence of the bare states {Mz is held fixed at 93 GeV, while M~

0 0
is varied).

Mv, —Mz, (GeV)

FIG. 3. Change in the width of the physical tt ground state
V, as a function of the mass difference of the bare states {Mz is

0
held fixed at 93 GeV, while Mv is varied).

(5m )I v- -18 MeV,
Mz 'rz (2.14)

i.e., more than two orders of magnitude greater than the
bare width.

The calculation of the cross section, as well as the po-
larization and front-back asymmetries, is expedited by
considering Feynman amplitudes A~; for initial and final
fermions of definite handedness, which are in principle

I

Preservation of the trace of the mass matrix under diag-
onalization implies that Mv —Mv ———(Mz —Mz ), so

0 0

the squared masses are shifted equally and oppositely, and
similarly for widths. We solve Eqs. (2.6) for the "dressed"
masses and widths as a function of M~, taking Mz ——93

0 0

GeV and I z ——2.7 GeV [I v -100 keV (Ref. 14) and can

be neglected at this stage of the calculation], with the re-
sults shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The mass shift, at most
about 4 MeV (i.e., AM/M (5X10 ), is negligible. On
the other hand, V does acquire a sizable width which is
maximal when the Vo and Zo coincide, at which point

separately measurable and hence do not interfere (since
the interactions are mixtures of V and A the correspond-
ing antifermions are forced to have opposite handedness).
The couplings of the gauge bosons to fermions of charge
Qe and third component of weak isopin T3L are given in
the standard model as

T3L —Q Sln OW
gz, ,I. =e

sln0 grcosO g

—Q sin Hiv
gz, ,R =e

slnO ~cosO ~
(2.15)

while that induced by an intermediate virtual photon for
the Vo is

gv, L gv, R 3 e'Q~&(MV, )
'"

I
tt(0)

I
(2.16)

The angular dependence of the various amplitudes is
given by standard arguments, so that the unpolarized
cross section is

der(s, O)

d cos8

2

( ) I2 1+cosO
I~ ( )

P 1 —cosO
L,L + LR S

2

( )
2 1 —cosH+ R, L ( )

2 1 +cosO
(2.17)

Recalling oR, (s) =4+a /3s,
2

2 [ I
~

,LL(sI)+
I ~L,R(s)

I
+

I ~R,I. (s)
I

+
I
~R, R(s)

I ]
crR, s 64m~a

(2.18)

The value of R for e+e ~p+p in the situation where Mz is 1 GeV below Mz, which we arbitrarily choose for the
0

purposes of illustration, is shown in Fig. 4; The dotted curve is with the Z alone, while the dashed curve shows the case
in which the couplings of the Vo to initial and final fermions are set to zero. We find in this latter case that

(lgz, ,L I'+ Igz, ,R I )i(lgz, L I
+ lgz, , R I

64m o;
(2.19)

2
2

s(s —Mv, +i r V,MV, )

(s M, +il,M, )(s —Mz, +il z Mz—) (5m )—
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(The quantit A uy FB used here has a maximum ma nitud
of unity. The more usual front-back asymmetry obtained
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where

I~RR I'+ I~iR I' —I~Ri I' —I~
I ~R,R I'+

I ~~,R I'+ I~Ri I'+
I ~~i I'

—
I 0'
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effects occur. e are w'Th bare width of the tt states will no
longer be negligible, changing the near zeros in cross sec-
tions to minima where the cross section drops by less t an
an order of magnitude. Further, the mixing term 6m

diate statespicks up an imaginary part as physical intermedia e s a
are allowed ( VO~T; Ti ~Zo), giving

2 I/2 I )i/2Im5m = —g(Mz I' —) (Mv

(2.24)

where the sum extends over all physical intermediate
states. In principle the imaginary part of 5m can be
comparable to the real part, causing sizable changes in the
interference.

E 0

Qi

CIP

CL

le

3P
2P

IP

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

Thr eshold
~ o l4S—I2S

1os
8S
6s
5s
4S
3S

2S

lS

III. tt STATES AND THRESHOLDS

—2
35 45

mt (GeV)
50

We shall be utilizing the spectrum of tt states and their
wave functions determined using the heavy-quark poten-
tial of Richardson. It has the advantages of correct long-
and short-range behavior together with a minimal number
of parameters. In addition, it provides a very good set of
pre icredictions for the Si states of the Y systein. ' This po-
tential is specified in momentum space by

4 12~ 1
( )

3 33 —2nf q ln(1+q /A )

We use nf ——3, since the relevant energy scale is the
momentum of the bound quarks, which is less than, or
around, the mass of the charm quark; furthermore, as this
is a phenomenological potential, we wish to use the same
parameters as did Richardson. It can be rewritten in posi-
tion space as

87r f(Ar )V(r) = A Ar—
33—2nf Ar

FIG. 8. Binding energy of the S and P tt states versus m„
where m(tt)=2m, +E&. The heavy line at 0.95 GeV is the
threshold for open-top production relative to 2m„which has a
very weak dependence on m„ for such large values of m, (see
text).

and corresponds to a leptonic width of about 9 keV for
the ground state.

To calculate where the threshold for bare-top produc-
tion occurs, we basically follow Eichten and Gottfried. '

If we use the charm quark as a baseline we have

IT —m, =mD —m, + ~ (1 —I, /m, )5, ,

where the last term corrects for the hyperfine splitting be-
tween the D* and D and between the T* and T (the quan-
tity 5 =m, —mD ——0. 141 GeV). Inserting the mass o~ —mDg mD—
the charm quark appropriate to the Richardson potential
(1.491 GeV), and the experimental D mass, yields
mT —mt ==0.477 CzeV. Alternately, we may use the bot-
tom system as a baseline:

~ dq

q [1 (
2 1)]2+ 2 (3.3)

mT —rn, =mii —mb+ 4 (1 mi, /m, )5b, — (3.8)

We evaluate this potential numerically usi gn A=O 398
GeV, and then solve the radial Schrodinger equation,

IO

[E V(r)]u =0, —(3.4)

4~ f ~
y(r )

~

'r'dr = 1 . (3.5)

With this normalization the leptonic width (through an
17, 18intermediate photon) is

where / is the angular momentum and u(r)r =R(r), the
radial wave function. The first several energy levels, as a
function of the top-quark mass m„are shown in Fig. 8
(see Ref. 16). The corresponding values of P(0)
=R(0)/v'4~, the wave function at the origin for the S
states are shown in Fig. 9. These wave functions are nor-7

malized with the condition

l

40 5
m& (GeV)

50

2S

5S-4S:5S

I (Vo~e+e )=
~ ~

@(0)
~ Q,~v, ' (3.6) FIG. 9. Wave function at the origin, from the Richardson

potential, for the S tt states, versus m, .
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where now ob ——m~, —m~ ——0.052 GeV. Again, insert-

ing the quark mass appropriate to the Richardson poten-
tial (mb =4.883 GeV), we find mT —m, =0.425 GeV.

The threshold is found at 2mT, i.e., 0.9S GeV +2m, or
0.85 GeV +2m, from Eq. (3.7) or (3.8), respectively. In
Fig. 8 we have taken it to be at 0.95 GeV+2m, (indicated
by the solid line), with the result that there are 13 S&
states below open-top threshold for m, =45 GeV. Since
the level spacing is about one S~ state per hundred MeV
near threshold, we would lose one such state to the contin-
uum if we moved the threshold down to 2m, +0.85 GeV.

200

l50

l00

50

IV. CROSS SECTIONS AND ASYMMETRIES
FOR tt NEAR THE Z

We are now in a position to put together the mixing
formalism in Sec. II with the tt spectrum and wave func-
tions of Sec. III. Indeed, for the ground state of tt we
have already done this in that we explored the conse-
quences of the mixing formalism by using it as an exam-
ple in Sec. II for mass shifts, cross sections, and asym-
metries in the two-state system consisting of the 1S state
Vo and the Zp. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the cross
section in the neighborhood of the Z, for e+e ~p+p
normalized to o~, =4ma /3s, for situations where m, =45,
47, and 49 GeV, respectively. In each case the distinct in-
terference pattern of each of the 13 S~ states assumed to
be below open-top threshold is visible. As we move over
the peak of the Z the peak-dip order in the interference
changes to dip-peak.

The width (acquired by mixing) of the tt states de-
creases as we go to higher energy levels because the wave
function at the origin (see Fig. 9) decreases, and so pro-
portionally does the amplitude for mixing with the Z.
However, the height of the peak (in R) remains approxi-
mately the same. In fact, the peaks of the Vo resonances,
as well as that of the Zp fa11 on a very slowly varying
curve. This behavior is exactly correct for a resonance V

95 94
Js (GeV)

FIG. 11. R(e+e ~p+p ), including mixing of the Z with
the first 13 tt states, for m, =47 GeV.

which acquires all its width from mixing with the Z, for
from Eq. (2.19) we have

s (Igz, , L, I + lgz, ,z I )'(lgz, .L, I
+ lgz, ,z I )f

64K a s —Mz +Erz Mz—2 2 2 (5m )
0 s —M

0

(4 1)

This is a maximum for a value of s (very close to M~ )
0

for which the real part of the quantity

(5m )(s —Mz +lrzM, )—
s —W '

Vo

vanishes. At that point,

200 200

l50

100 l00

50 50

0
89 90

Js (GeV)

9l 97 98
Js (GeV)

FIG. 10. R (e+e ~p+p ), including mixing of the Z with
the first 13 tt states, for m, =45 GeV.

FIQ. 12. R (e+e ~p+p } including mixing of the Z with
the first 13 tt states, for m, =49 GeV.
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Once we are above open-top threshold, the situation
changes considerably. The width of an unmixed tt state
presumably becomes tens of MeV, as is the case for the g"
and Y"'. The peak and dip structure from interference
with the Z is much less dramatic in e+e ~p+p, as is
shown in Fig. 13. Here we have illustrated the situation
by taking the 14 S& state to be 2 GeV above the Z and to
have a width of 20 MeV for decay into pairs of open-top
states. The dashed curve shows the case of real 6m while
the solid line indicates what happens when there is an
imaginary part of the same magnitude (but opposite sign),
which is a plausible possibility from Eq. (2.24). The
imaginary part of 5m makes the interference pattern
somewhat more impressive but when we note the
suppressed zero for the vertical axis in Fig. 13 it is clear
that in any case for e+e ~p+p we have a much less
impressive effect than that for a resonance below thresh-
old. Of course, if we look at e+e ~tt, we will see a
much greater effect, for tt is the major decay of such a
resonance while p+p is a very minor one. However,
once we are above open-top threshold the situation be-
comes quite complicated in that different states will mix
with each other as well as the Z and the approximation
inherent in producing zeros in the mass matrix in Eq.
(2.23) breaks down. At the same time all the mixing ma-
trix elements become complex. While interesting, a de-
tailed investigation is beyond the scope of this paper.

The situation with respect to the polarization or front-
back asymmetries when we include the whole spectrum of
S) tt states is very much an iteration of what is found in

Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for the 1S state. Of course, there are
small variations as the t quark mass is changed and the
"background" asymmetries due to the y and Z change,
but the general form of the interference pattern remains
the same as we move over the peak of the Z. Again as we
go to higher radial excitations, the width of the mixed tt
states decreases (to ( 1 MeV just below threshold) making
the measurement of these large swings in the asymmetries
very difficult.

This brings us to the question of how much of this is in
fact measurable under actual experimental conditions
where the spread in beam energy is not negligible. To see
how this affects the results we have taken the curve in
Fig. 11 (corresponding to m, =47 GeV), which would be
the measured cross section with no beam energy spread,
and smeared it with a Gaussian corresponding to
o~, ——40 MeV (i.e., o~/E=0. 8 & 10 ) and to
o.z ——100 MeV (i.e., oz/E=2&&10 ). The results are

shown by the solid and dashed curves, respectively, in Fig.
14. The latter case is currently the specification for the
Stanford Linear Collider (SLC), although the former case,
which is roughly nominal CERN LEP performance
without wigglers, is also achievable ' at SLC. In the latter
case structure due to the higher S& states is washed out
and we can only see a mild undulation due to the 1S state,
instead of the deep dip in Fig. 4. In the former case, with
a narrower beam spread, the ground state is quite clear
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FIG. 13. R(e+e ~p+p ) for a 14S' tt state with M~ ——95
0

GeV/c and I ~ ——20 MeV, and real 6m (dashed curve), and

complex 6m with Im6m /Re6m = —1 (solid curve). The dot-
ted curve is for the Z alone.

FICx. 14. The curve in Fig. 11, convoluted with a gaussian
aPP oP ate Obeam=40 MeV (solid curve) and obeam

MeV (dashed curve). We show R (e+e ~p+p ) due to the Z
alone (dotted curve) for comparison.
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FIG. 15. The polarization asymmetry near the 1S tt state for
ob„——40 MeV when M~ ——84, 92, and 100 GeV.

0

FIG. 16. The front-back asymmetry near the 1S tt state for
o.b„——40 MeV when M~ ——84, 92, and 100 GeV.

and a few higher states can be picked off from their in-
terference pattern with the Z.

The effects of smearing with o~ ——40 MeV on ApoL

and AFe are shown for the ground state of tt in Figs. 15
and 16, respectively. Part of the reason these asymmetries
have such a small variation when Mv is near'Mz (e.g.,0

Mv ——92 CreV in the figures), is that the unpolarized cross

section due to the Z (which occurs in the denominator of
the expression for the asymmetries) is large there. Even
with the smearing one has fairly sizable effects in the
asymmetries well below ' or well above the Z.

Thus with o.z -40 MeV one should be able to see
beam

quite distinctive indications for the first few levels of tt
both in the cross section and the polarization and frorit-
back asymmetries. Even with o.E -100 MeV, if ¹

beam

ture is kind enough to put the tt state near the Z, the ef-

fects due to interference of the ground state with the Z
are visible, and they are capable at least of giving us infor-
mation on the properties of the t quark and, in particular,
fairly precise knowledge of m, and hence of where to look
for the open-top threshold.
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